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Founded in 1882, the Cleveland Institute of Art is an independent
college of art and design committed to leadership and vision in all
forms of visual arts education. CIA makes enduring contributions
to art and education and connects to the community through
gallery exhibitions, lectures, a continuing education program and
the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque.
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Five
Years
Out
Catch up with a few
members of the
Class of 2014
What kinds of things can happen to an artist in half a decade?
Grad school and new jobs, marriages and babies, radical reassessments
and earned morsels of wisdom, to name a few. We caught up with five
CIA alums to see what they’ve learned since the spring of 2014.
Brittany Elizabeth Dobish
BFA in Fiber + Material Studies
What do you do for a living and where
do you live?
I am living on the west side of Akron, Ohio.
Coming up on two years now, I have been the
Nightlight Cinema’s Artistic Director. I feel
honored to be a leader in providing the
community a diverse selection of cinema
that otherwise would not show in this area.
What has been your most satisfying
professional accomplishment since college?
Since college, this position in my life, I would say,
is my most satisfying accomplishment.
What’s been the most satisfying personally?
My most satisfying personal achievement has
been learning to incorporate self-care daily.
That means trusting myself in decision-making,
knowing that I can change my circumstances,
and I am doing the best I can.
Biggest surprise?
I had a revelation this past year on what my work
in college was trying to accomplish. I see it now

in every interaction I have with my art and those
around me. I have a deep fear of loss, and I didn’t
have the words for that until now. In my position,
you engage with so many different people, and
you exhibit stories that you hope audience
members can relate to. I want to create moments
like my revelation for people; these dire moments
can institute change.
Can you describe what kind of student
you were in college?
I was a workaholic; I think a lot of students were.
I worked as a student ambassador for the entirety
of my college years, an orientation leader, and
a box office assistant for the Cleveland Institute
of Art Cinematheque. I felt that if I was going to
college for my work, I might as well give myself
the fullest experience possible.
Was the transition to the so-called
“real world” difficult, easy, or something
in between?
After college, I was already amidst a network
of artistic individuals who helped me understand
that I am in control of where I want to see myself.
That “real world” transition was not drastic
because I prepared my last year in building my
networking relationships. It was a constant effort
on my behalf. I knew the world is an everchanging

place; I took jobs that I knew would be temporary.
They taught me the patience and leadership I needed
to feel confident in where I am today.
Is there anything that sticks with you from your
college days that has been especially helpful
or useful?
What I have taken from my college years is an
ability to observe the world in a more meaningful way.
I am open to criticism and questioning; I encourage
my staff to be free as well. I see cinema as one of
the most important art forms that ever existed,
and through my curation, I hope to continue to raise
awareness of the importance of arts and culture in
the community of Akron.
If you could travel back in time, what would you
want to tell your younger self?
If I could travel back in time, I would be so much
more sensitive to myself. I would say, “Brittany, life is
fleeting, you are doing the best you can.” In a world
in which we exalt the busy lifestyle, lack of sleep, and
stress, it is so NOT the path we should be taking.
Self-care is the most important thing we can
incorporate into our daily routines.
What’s your next goal?
My next goal is a complicated answer. There are so
many that I feel are surrounding me at all times, and
another thing I have learned is that tomorrow is not
promised to us. We must live in the present moment
as much as possible. My daily goals start with that
persistent knowledge.

Continued on page 4
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President’s Welcome
As we close the books on
the 2018–2019 academic
year, I could not be more
proud of the work of CIA
students, faculty and staff,
and especially the ways in
which we have strengthened
our relationships with people
and institutions beyond
our campus.
Over the last year, the
Cleveland Institute of Art
celebrated the contributions
of artists working in glass,
metals and ceramics through
a focused series of events
called ThinkCraft.
A three-day conference last fall drew makers
and thinkers from a wide array of disciplines to
discuss issues most pressing to contemporary
craft. Visitors were overwhelmingly positive about
the intellectual and inspirational value of the
weekend. “I very much enjoyed Glenn Adamson’s
talk about objects,” one told us. “It made me
think on a much deeper level about the things
we encounter every day.”

Reinberger Gallery’s fall exhibition, ThinkCraft:
Fresh Takes, featured CIA alumni who are
working in craft media. In his review for The
Plain Dealer, critic Steven Litt offered unqualified
praise: “The show has no weak moments, and
it looks terrific amid the curving walls, black
ceiling and polished black concrete floor in
Reinberger Gallery. It’s as if this is exactly the
kind of show the gallery was meant to exhibit.”

Reserve University. Together, they considered the
human cost of public health problems including
AIDS, hepatitis, and bed bugs. CWRU students
generated creative writing about how health care
workers are affected; CIA students made paintings,
sculptures and drawings inspired by their work.
The project is a textbook example of how we can
use the classroom to build alliances while we
nourish critically important empathy.

Spring semester brought more visiting
artists as well as an unforgettable exhibition,
William Harper: The Beautiful & the Grotesque.
Transformed by deep purple paint, the gallery
came alive with dazzling jewelry, artist books,
and other objects by the great William
Harper ’67. It was a privilege to present
more than two decades’ worth of work to
the community and especially to our students,
first among the gallery’s many important
constituents. I hope you were able to see the
show firsthand. Exhibition catalogs are still
available. Please visit the exhibition page on
our website at cia.edu/harper.

As I write this, we are ready to start summer
programs: two sessions of Pre-College; a
Summer Teacher Residency for high school art
teachers; and ongoing art courses for children
and adults presented through Continuing
Education + Community Outreach.

This year, we continued to underscore our everrefining focus on connection, which is so critical
in the work of art and design. One such project
linked visual art students from CIA teaming
up with nursing students from Case Western

On July 12, we will celebrate the opening of CIA’s
Alumni Exhibition, organized by the College’s
Alumni Council and curated by Courtenay Finn ’05.
Please join us if you are able.

Grafton J. Nunes

Save the Dates
5/29—8/14

8/29

Continuing Education
Pay-As-You-Go Life Drawing

Faculty Exhibition Reception

WEDNESDAYS 7–9PM

Room 302
cia.edu/lifedrawing

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
Reinberger Gallery

11/1

7/12

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

FRIDAY, JULY 12

Alumni Exhibition Reception
Reinberger Gallery
cia.edu/exhibitions

Fall Exhibition Reception
The Figure in Pictures
Reinberger Gallery

Board Member Supports
Art for the Love of it
Howard Groedel: “I find art to be
a very emotional process, and I’m
really interested in that.”
By Karen Sandstrom
If you’ve been to the reception for the Student
Independent Exhibition in the last few years,
you’ve probably seen Howard Groedel. He’s the
man with salt and pepper hair and infectious grin,
handing certificates to student award winners.
The show is a favorite for Groedel, an attorney
and a member of CIA’s Board of Directors. The
dispensing of awards doesn’t come with an
official title, but Groedel embraces the role just
the same. It’s a natural for someone with so much
passion for what artists and designers contribute
to the world.
Artmaking seems to stand a world apart
from Groedel’s professional life. “I represent
companies engaged in the securities industry,”
he explained. But art and law have one common
thread: He loves them both.
Howard Groedel
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“I do mostly everything for how it makes me feel
inside,” he said. “I don’t know how people do
anything other than that.”

In 2004, he was invited to participate in Leadership
Cleveland and became intrigued by research around
how the creative class could jumpstart economically
troubled neighborhoods. That dovetailed with his
nascent interest as an art appreciator and consumer—
although he doesn’t consider himself a “collector.”
“Collecting is something that J. Paul Getty did,” he said.
Groedel started visiting open studio events around
town and acquiring art. He met makers and followed
his curiosity about how and why they did their work. He
joined the board of IngenuityFest, Cleveland’s annual art
and technology festival, and eventually met CIA board
member Barbara Richter.
Richter was the one who encouraged him to get
involved with CIA, he said. He has found it all rewarding.
For one thing, he’s glad to be part of an educational
environment. For another, he can immerse himself in
others’ creative endeavors.
“When I get to hear younger people, who are in many
respects being exposed to the artistic process for the
very first time—I mean, the rigorous process—and then
them realizing, almost at the same time as I’m hearing it
from them, about what is moving them—just there’s an
energy there,” he said. “There just is a great energy.”

At Home in
Uncertainty
Painter Dana Schutz
addresses Class of 2019
By Karen Sandstrom
During her commencement speech to the
Cleveland Institute of Art’s 2019 graduating
class, painter Dana Schutz recounted a story
about what might be the most useful insult she
ever received.
After earning her degree in painting from CIA
in 2000, she headed to graduate school at
Columbia University. There, in October 2001, a
visiting curator invited her to submit work for a
group exhibition at MOMA PS1, a contemporary
art center in Queens. She loaded a U-Haul with
paintings built around a post-apocalyptic theme.
At PS1, the director looked at each of Schutz’s
paintings and declared them terrible. “You must
be the worst painter I’ve ever met,” the director
told her.
Schutz responded, “Thank you?”
Despite the miserable critique, four smudgy,
expressively rendered Dana Schutz paintings
made the show. Later, when Schutz walked
through the exhibition and saw the slick, precise
work surrounding her own, she suddenly felt
better about the critique. Of course the director
hadn’t liked Schutz’s work; it bore no resemblance
to anything else on view. And Schutz understood
what she did and did not want to do with her skills.
A year later, Schutz earned a nice mention in
The New York Times for a solo exhibition, Frank
From Observation. Her star was on the rise in the
contemporary art world.
These days, her work is held in New York
collections including the Museum of Modern
Art, the Guggenheim Museum, and the Whitney
Museum, as well as in other institutions across the
United States and beyond. Buyers pay hundreds
of thousands of dollars for her paintings. One
collector recently sold “Civil Planning,” a 2004
painting, to raise money for charity. It fetched
$2 million at auction.

This summer, Schutz and her husband, sculptor
Ryan Johnson, are expecting their third child.
In the fall, she’ll show a new body of work in
London. At CIA’s commencement, Grafton Nunes,
President + CEO, bestowed on Schutz an honorary
doctorate degree in recognition of her contributions
to visual culture.
On May 16, 2019—the day before commencement—
Schutz viewed work by CIA students and sat down
for a video interview. She declined to talk about
her Emmett Till painting “Open Casket,” which
drew sharp accusations of cultural trespass at the
2017 Whitney Biennial. But she spoke about a wide
range of topics around art making.
Since having children, for instance, she has traded
her marathon studio sessions for something that
resembles reasonable work hours. The day starts
with coffee, music, and mixing paint. Everything
after that sounds less predictable.
“A good day in the studio is usually when you’re
surprised, and you feel like you’re leaving the piece
in a way where you’re excited to come back to it,”
she said.
As for the bad days?
“There’s probably like seven types of bad days
in the studio, but…one is when you get in there
and you have really high hopes and you don’t get
anything done,” she says. “And it’s horrible. And
then another type of bad day is when you’re just
working on something and it hasn’t really flipped
over for you yet. It hasn’t become exciting.”

Curation as
Creation

But according to Schutz, grooves and ruts are
equally temporary.
“If there’s ever been a moment where you feel like,
oh I’ve made it, or like things are good, I feel it’s
not real,” she said. “It’s just transient, because
there’s the next moment, where you’re struggling
again or you’re trying to figure things out.”
Such uncertainty is the sort of thing that Schutz
advised new CIA graduates to learn to be “at
home” with.
“In one sense, you have to set goals, fabricating
a sense of confidence and direction just to keep
going,” she said. “On the other hand, you have
to fully embrace the unknown. Your life—like,
hopefully, your work—will never be finite.
You invent it, responding as you go along.”
To see Schutz’s commencement address and video interview,
visit cia.edu/videos.

What are you working on
in terms of exhibitions at
moCa Cleveland?

By Karen Sandstrom
Last fall, when Courtenay Finn accepted the
position of chief curator at the Museum of
Contemporary Art Cleveland, she returned
to the city she has lived in the longest.

Between the time she left and returned to
Cleveland, Finn accomplished a lot. She earned
her master’s degree in curatorial studies at the
California College of the Arts. She served as
curator at Art in General, a New York nonprofit
that helps artists access space and resources
for new projects. And, more recently, Finn was
senior curator at the Aspen Art Museum in
Colorado. (Yes, she learned to ski. No, she
wasn’t heartbroken to leave Aspen for Cleveland.)

Right now, things are going well. She’s making
paintings for the London show, and hopes to
make more sculpture, which she finds fun. She
unveiled her first bronzes as part of Imagine Me
and You, a solo exhibition at Petzel Gallery, in
January 2019. New York Times critic Roberta
Smith declared the work “her best in New York
in a while, maybe ever.”

The other thing that I noticed
was that I was spending a lot
more time in other people’s
studios, asking them about
what they were making and
thinking about their work
more than I was about my own.

Finn aims to weave great
experiences for museum visitors

Finn clocked six years in Cleveland during and
after her time as a CIA Fiber + Material Studies
major. That constituted a record for Finn ’05,
who was raised in a family that moved frequently
and internationally.

On the day before commencement, Dana Schutz did studio
visits with Painting majors.

Courtenay Finn, chief curator at moCa Cleveland, was the juror
for the 2019 CIA Alumni Exhibition.

In March, Finn answered a few questions about
her approach to curatorial work, which she says
is more satisfying to her than making work.
In college, you became attuned to organizing
experiences rather than making objects.
How did that happen?
Maybe halfway through CIA, my work became
very much about how to tell stories in space.
So I was making the objects, but really thinking
a lot about how they were organized in space.

There’s one more season that
is still on the schedule that
was conceived of and put into
place before I got here. The
Liu Wei show [September
13, 2019 to January 5, 2020]
is a commitment that the
museum had already made. The first project
that’s conceived by me is a show [that’s where
the beauty is] on view in Aspen. It’s a big solo
show of Margaret Kilgallen’s work, and that’s
coming in January. She was a Bay Area artist
who sadly passed away quite young in 2001. She
worked mostly in painting and drawing. She did
a lot of public murals. She’s really interested in
typography—in printmaking, letterpress, folk
art, Americana culture. She did a lot of paintings
on found wood. It’s all done by hand. She really
believes in the mark of the hand. I actually
learned about her in my printmaking class
at CIA.
Read a longer version of the interview at cia.edu/finn.
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Five Years Out
Nathan Ward
BFA in Illustration
What are you doing for a living these days and
how do you feel about it?
I’m working as a freelance illustrator, also working
on a monthly comic series for my Patreon, and
during the day, and sometimes evenings, I work
at the production facility at Mitchells Homemade
Ice Cream. I’m also a Continuing Education
instructor at CIA, where I’ve been teaching
comic/zine classes with a strong focus on selfpublished, alternative, and DIY perspectives.
I also teach mini-workshops at public libraries
in the area for children and young adults. Me
and my wife bought a house in West Park in
Cleveland a couple years ago and we love it.
What’s been your most satisfying professional
accomplishment since college?
My most satisfying professional accomplishment
was receiving a Cuyahoga County Creative
Workforce Fellowship in 2016. I applied on
a whim, wrote a lot of essays, assembled a
portfolio, and got the call minutes after my son
Newt was born. It pretty much allowed me to
work on art full-time for almost a year, which
culminated in the release of my anthology series,
Warpwish Comix, and a coinciding solo show.
Getting the fellowship came at a time when I
wasn’t feeling particularly optimistic about the
financial aspect of my creative pursuits, and I
really think it helped me to realize I’d made the
right choice.
What’s been your most satisfying personal
development since college?

Biggest surprise?
My biggest surprise was probably the amount
of traveling that has been opened up to me
through making comics. I’ve exhibited in small
press conventions in Seattle, Toronto, Pittsburgh
and Chicago, and always have had some sort
of fulfilling experience. People just want to meet
creators, trade comics, trade zines. There’s a
whole culture, a whole community out there. I
haven’t delved into the world of artist residencies,
due to the fact that I have babies at home, but
there are plenty of opportunities there, too.
I’ve also been surprised that I’ve done so much
freelance, to be honest. I was an Illustration major
but my intention was to get my comics published
upon leaving school—not seeking clients.
It’s been cool though, I’ve done a lot of record
covers lately and those always have a really
satisfying end result.
Can you describe what kind of student you
were in college?
I’m not sure. I was laser focused in a direction
that was probably hard for a lot of instructors
to help me navigate. I was the kind of student
that didn’t like being watched as I worked, so I
preferred to do my dirty work at home. It’s kind
of like being in a public restroom at the urinal
and someone comes in and picks the one right
next to you. Can’t you please pick another urinal?
That was my attitude in college. It was just lack
of confidence in my work—I would be ready to
work around people when I truly honed my craft,
I thought.
But the learning comes with working around
artists; stumbling in the presence of people who
are working through their faults as well. That’s
something I didn’t get used to until after college.

In the most general terms, real life experience.
I’ve always tried to do as many different things,
travel to different places, tour whenever possible,
and work different jobs. I personally think my art
is enhanced if I’m out doing things, not just living
in my studio and only ever leaving to go to Pat
Catan’s (RIP). I value the idea of living in harmony
with art and not letting life or art consume
one another. I’ve been a dog trainer, carpenter
apprentice, beer truck driver, got certified in a
few types of welding, and I had two kids and got
married and stuff. It all seems pretty aimless, and
maybe it is, but I think there’s a lot of story to pull
from there. It’s all just creative fuel.

innovation firm Nottingham Spirk, every day is
a gift to collaborate with brilliant and inventive
researchers, designers and engineers.

What are you doing for a living these days and
how do you feel about it?

I recently graduated from the Weatherhead
School of Management at Case Western Reserve
University with an MS in Positive Organizational
Development and Change.
One year ago, I began Florette by Josette,
creating fully custom, handmade works
including paper florals, permanent installations,
event decor, store front window design and
hand lettered signage.
What’s been your biggest surprise since
college?
I am most surprised in general by our relentless
capacity to engage in creative expression—the
unavoidable manifestation of creativity in daily life.
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Photo courtesy Josette Galiano

Was the transition to the so-called “real world”
difficult, easy, or something in between?
I’m not actually sure that first hard-hitting real world
transition seemed to happen until I had my first kid.
I’ve been working odd jobs full-time since high school,
even during the most grueling semesters at CIA, so my
life has always been an insane balancing act of digging
out hours day by day to work on art.
Is there anything that sticks with you from your
college days that has been especially helpful or
useful?
I did a lot of self-promoting and sought out freelance work
while in class. This helped put Taco Bell on the table, but
it derailed my school work at times. But I think making
connections and networking in the real world helped
build some longer lasting relationships.
If you could travel back in time, what would you tell
your younger self?
Take more fine arts classes (painting, sculpture, etc.),
jump out of your comfort zone before you find your
comfort zone, and make connections. I’ve always wanted
to tell stories with my art and approached my work from
a fine arts perspective, and I think I leaned on the clientcustomer applied arts approach too much in college.
Also, think long and hard about where you devote your
energy. I’ve been actively touring and putting out records
in punk bands for years, but I have still always internally
juggled the amounts of the time I spend on my music as
opposed to visual art. I’m still not sure if that’s something
I would change. Also, I’d tell myself to make stronger
connections with my classmates and network within the
school itself. Believe it or not, these people succeed and
can help you. The few connections I’ve made have been
so valuable that I wish I made the effort to reach out
more often.
I’d also tell my younger self to ask for the manuscript
copy of Charlie Bergengren’s textbook-in-progress.
Unfortunately he’s no longer around, and I never really had
a relationship with him, but his lectures were fascinating.
I recorded a few of them but, of course, can’t find them.
His ability to elevate the folk artist and the grotesque and
intertwine those sensibilities with architecture was so
seamless and insane and beautiful. I took his class in my
very first semester at CIA and so much of what I learned
has informed my current practice.

Josette Galiano
BFA in Industrial Design

Though my BFA is in industrial design, my
passion lies in exploring behavior and designing
immersive experiences. As a consumer insights
analyst and workshop facilitator at the business

That being said, I think I always did my best to absorb
things from instructors and during critiques, lots of
tips and tricks. Oh, and I think I got a C-minus in my
comics course.

Since childhood, I wanted to be an artist. I took a
circuitous path to CIA. I began my undergraduate
journey at Case Western Reserve University,
studying cognitive science and chemistry.
I loved my first year at Case—however, there was
something missing. My subconscious efforts to
suppress my need for artistic engagement had
inevitably surfaced. I told myself (and the dean)
that I would spend one brief year at CIA, to get it
out of my system, before returning to Case.

After my first day in foundation drawing class, I never felt
more aligned with who I was and where I was supposed
to be—I could not imagine spending the next four years
anywhere else but CIA.
I adored my time at CIA, particularly foundation year—
and the gift of this experience continues to give as I
understand its value more with each passing day. I am
fascinated by the inextricable nature of the practical and
the creative, the realistic and the idyllic. I now realize
that I can live—and effectively thrive—within this not-soparadoxical reality. The artist can learn from the researcher
and the researcher can learn from the artist.
Is there anything that sticks with you from your college
days that has been especially helpful or useful?
What sticks with me most is the feeling of being present
in art school at CIA. It was more than a place or a moment
in time, but rather a symbol or a state of being—attaining
moments of flow, where making things is intuitive, fluid and
effortless. Time stops in CIA. You are situated in a place
of perpetual exploration and growth. You can learn for the
satisfying sake of learning. You can get lost in your work
and in turn find yourself.
If you could travel back in time, what would you want to
tell your younger self?
Calm down. You have time. Drink less coffee. Go to sleep.
My current self has difficulty grappling with these concepts.

Teresa Martinez
BFA in Photography
Where do you live and what are you doing for a
living these days?

or month, or year, you’re always surprised it
came and went so quickly.

I live in Atlanta, Georgia, and am working as a
supervisor at a local coffee shop. I decided to move
here on a whim, and this job is how I’m making a
living at the moment. I intend to get back into the
nonprofit sector very soon.

Can you describe what kind of student you
were in college?

What’s been your most satisfying professional
accomplishment since college?
I served a year with AmeriCorps working as a
volunteer coordinator for a disaster recovery and
affordable housing nonprofit in New Orleans (which
happened to be one I volunteered at with CIA during
our Alternative Spring Break trip my first year). It was
inspiring meeting and working with thousands of
people from around the world, all eager to contribute
to their communities and beyond.
What’s been your most satisfying personal
development since college?
My independence. I have lived in a few different
cities since college and have always managed to
remain on my feet. I take great pride in knowing
that wherever I go and whatever I do, I have the
drive and smarts to get myself there. Also, it’s been
so enlightening experiencing different parts and
cultures of the U.S. I encourage everyone to move
to a new place at least once in their lifetime.
Biggest surprise?
This might seem obvious and not surprising at
all, but time flies! I know, we all use that phrase
constantly. But it really feels like it passes faster
and faster as we get older. And after a week,

Involved. I was as involved as I could be. I
was president of the Community Service Club,
was an orientation leader one year, organized a
photo department show, and attended many of
the school’s events. Since CIA is such a small
community, I found it important to be an active
member. Why not be a leader when possible?
Was the transition to the so-called “real world”
difficult, easy, or something in between?
Difficult. That’s just the truth. There was a period
of feeling lost and wondering “Well, now what?”
and how it was going to happen. I felt that way
right after graduating and have at other times
since. Eventually, it works out. I think we all need
to remember that there isn’t a set timeline we’re
required to follow. Sometimes you feel stagnant,
but then you get a burst of motivation. When that
comes, cultivate it and growth will follow.
Is there anything that sticks with you from
your college days that has been especially
helpful or useful?
I have realized that I truly got to know myself
in college—fundamentals of who Teresa is.
I learned to lead, be ambitious, and have thick
skin while at CIA. I can thank the many, many
crits I had for that.

It has been such an amazing
experience being an artist in the New
York area. I have encountered so much
art I would otherwise have never seen
and have a really supportive
community of peers.
What’s been your most satisfying
professional accomplishment
since college?
Earning an MFA has been so
impactful toward my studio practice
and in finding work to support the
studio. An MFA has allowed me to
pursue teaching and has been the
basis for building a community of
likeminded artists and thinkers.
What’s been your most satisfying
personal development since
college?

Photo courtesy Ben Weathers

Ben Weathers
BFA in Painting
Where do you live and what are you doing for
a living these days?
I live in Jersey City, New Jersey. I moved from
Cleveland to pursue graduate studies at Mason
Gross School of the Arts at Rutgers University.
I live and share studios with my partner, sculptor
Sam Bogner ʼ14. For work, I adjunct teach 2D
design and color theory at William Paterson
University and Rutgers. I also do freelance
carpentry and art handling for museums around
New York City—the Queens Museum, Newark
Museum, and Guggenheim are a few places
I have been working.

Being able to balance a studio practice
while trying to make a living. For me, I
am lucky enough to have jobs that deal
with art. Things I encounter in my day
jobs have an impact in the studio and
keep me engaged in a contemporary
art scene.

Biggest surprise?
Being an artist is hard and it can often be
isolating when you’re trying to make work
outside of school. I’ve really had to hustle to
make enough to live and support the studio.
Being out in the world has forced me to adjust
my values and goals for my artwork and life.
This has meant sacrificing a lot of things in
order to find some stability.

Photo courtesy Teresa Martinez

If you could travel back in time, what would
you want to tell your younger self?
Be more patient. Do not get discouraged. You will
always be OK.
What’s your next goal?
Grad school. There’s a nonprofit management
program at Georgia State University that I am
looking forward to starting soon.

Can you describe what kind of student you
were in college?
I think I was an attentive and eager student.
I really wanted to engage with my professors
and peers—to learn as much as I could during
my time at CIA.
Was the transition to the so-called “real world”
difficult, easy, or something in between?
Difficult. Nothing really prepared me for the
extreme amount of work, time, and energy it
takes to sustain a creative life. I think I have been
lucky to find work that is in the arts and have a
supportive community around me. However,
I think over the last five years the kind of naive
ambition I had in school has fallen away. Now,
I want my artwork to have a lower impact—to be
viewed by people who truly care about looking.
That feels more sustainable over a lifetime rather
than striving to be some kind of art star.
Is there anything that sticks with you from
your college days that has been especially
helpful or useful?
Every skill that has been useful outside of
school I learned at CIA. I learned how to build
and make things with a sense of beauty and
craft. However, more than anything else, I learned
how to problem solve and think critically. This
has prepared me for so many situations where a
creative solution is needed or a different way of
approaching a topic reaches a student who
is struggling.
If you could travel back in time, what would
you want to tell your younger self?
Pay attention.
What’s your next goal?
A more balanced life between work and studio.
Make more things.
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STUDENT PROFILE

ʽPhotography
is such an
underappreciated
mediumʼ

Where do you find
inspiration for
your work?
I find my inspiration
in material. I’m always
looking for a new process
or material to work with
and that’s always been the
driving factor in my work.
My practice is very handson and process-based.
I want my work to be tactile
and to convey a sense of
curiosity for materiality
and the physical touch.

By Jessica Moore
Leah Trznadel loves an excuse to explore
new materials, so it’s no surprise that she
entered a bookmaking competition last fall—
and won. She was one of two recipients to
receive a $3,000 award from the Rowfant Club
of Cleveland, one of the oldest bibliophilic
societies in the United States, in its inaugural
competition for creative book-related projects.
“What really drew me in was their appreciation of
the physical nature of books, because most of the
time books are seen for their content,” Trznadel
says. “I think the binding and presentation
speak as much to a book as its content.”
As part of her winning submission, the 2019
grad is working on an edition of artist books
that examine the fragility of human experience
and how the human spirit reacts to the confines
of an urban landscape. The project will include
poems and cyanotype images of urban and
natural landscapes printed onto paper she’s
making by hand at the Morgan Conservatory,
a papermaking studio in Cleveland.
Trznadel was one of 103 CIA students who
graduated May 17, and she served as student
speaker for commencement. She recently
answered some questions for us about
bookmaking, photography, and her career
at CIA.
Can you tell us about the book you’re creating?

I’m using the cyanotype process to print
images onto handmade paper and encasing
that paper in resin, so the entire book will be
transparent with traces of imagery floating

Print and
Propaganda
A 9-year-old course helps artists
find their voices on issues close
to their hearts

Leah Trznadel graduated in May with a BFA in photography. Photo by Emily Flory ’19

in the pages. From the front of each book,
you’ll be able to see the entirety of the
contents inside, and as you flip through, the
imagery will be unpacked and simplicity will
be revealed. I’m hoping the experience will
be one of contemplation and meditation as
the cluttered landscape becomes legible.
What made you want to become
a photographer?

By Joseph Clark
In wartime, propaganda mobilizes patriots,
sometimes against their own self-interest.
In peacetime, propaganda can draw lines
between “us” and “them,” fouling the air with
hostility until times cease to be peaceful.
“Propaganda” is a provocative term. And
that is exactly why Maggie Denk-Leigh
named her course after it.

The course forces students to consider
what their art expresses about social
life, Denk-Leigh said. “Students haven’t
thought of their work in this way before.”
A course assignment sheet defines propaganda
as a “particular synthesis” of selected facts
that are capable of lying by omission. To
understand the pull toward manipulation—
and the pull toward being manipulators—
students must understand how it works.
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I’ve been on the committee for two years and it’s a really
intense but extremely fulfilling experience. My co-chairs
and I started from scratch—planning dates, finding
jurors, reaching out to donors, arranging catering—and
it’s so rewarding to see it all come together. It’s always
so much fun hanging out with the artists who jury the
show. The student body picks really great artists every
year and it’s nice to hear the experiences of artists
working in the world and their successes and failures.

Photography is such an underappreciated
medium. Images are so closely tied to their
referents that we look straight past the image
and take it for whatever’s in the frame. Take
a picture of a cup of coffee, for example.
If someone references it and asks what
it is, it’s always “a cup of coffee” and
not “a picture of a cup of coffee.” But a
photograph is an object itself, and I think
there’s just so much to unpack there.

Denk-Leigh is chair of the Cleveland Institute
of Art’s Printmaking Department. Since 2010,
she has taught a course called Propaganda:
Media, Dissemination, and Technique,
which connects students to the history of
printmaking and to the community at large.

Kelly Pontoni ’19 is shown making prints about HIV/AIDS for
Maggie Denk-Leigh’s course on propaganda.

You were on this year’s
Student Independent
Exhibition committee.
Can you tell us about
that experience?

Students examine propaganda from World War II
and the Vietnam era, but Denk-Leigh first teaches
them about the radical collective Fluxus. Later,
students study Andy Warhol, Barbara Kruger,
and Shepard Fairey. “It’s important to me to
make sure we have a class that doesn’t lose the
history and context of the print field,” she said.
On the technical side, the course teaches
silkscreen, one of the most popular and
versatile printing techniques. It allows for

the creation of bold images on materials as
varied as paper, textiles, wood, and ceramics.
For their final project, students have worked
on projects with focuses that include the 2016
election, post-traumatic stress suffered by
emergency medical technicians, and the tendency
for black men to be portrayed as threatening.
Artist Amirah Cunningham ’18 double majored
in Printmaking and Drawing. The course helped
her to refine ideas and techniques for her BFA
thesis, an examination of the history of slavery
and contemporary disenfranchisement of
African Americans. “I feel like I really pushed
the limits in that class,” Cunningham said.
Cameron Bartkus ’17 had fallen in love with
printmaking and wanted to counter a prominent
narrative about his hometown, the Appalachian
city of Monongahela, Pennsylvania. During the
2016 presidential campaign, Donald Trump blamed
federal environmental policies for lost jobs in the
coal sectors, and promised to roll back regulation.
Bartkus’ Propaganda project, based on a series of
photographs taken in rural Pennsylvania, was an
attempt to document the more complex reality of
coal country. He wanted to offer a more realistic
picture of coal’s impact on the environment
and on people who call coal country home.
His classmates helped him refine his work by offering
their responses to the raw message, Bartkus said.
Instructor feedback was also invaluable. “I
honestly can think back to each and every
time we had a one-on-one,” Bartkus said. “She
opened my eyes to things not strictly about the
class, and reconsider everything I was doing.”

Art and Design Bloom at Spring Show
A highlight of the second semester
is Spring Show, a weeklong exhibition
punctuated by one of the bestattended opening receptions of the
year. Students from visual arts,
entertainment arts, craft and design
disciplines display their work for
employers, cultural leaders, and the
CIA community. CIA photographer
Robert Muller captured the excitement
of the April 23 reception and activities
throughout the week.
Left to right: Animation artist Alex Marek
’19; in the Biomedical Art Department,
Jeff Mobley ’20, associate professor
Thomas Nowacki, Alex Stojkov ’20 and
Martha Liechty ’20; animation still by
Maria Buchman ’19; craft sale; Industrial
Design student Jason Taft ’20 talks to
visitors about his project; retired faculty
member Richard Fiorelli ’74 and Jewelry +
Metals professor Kathy Buszkiewicz draw
a crowd for lively discussion; Game
Design students present their boards.

Generate-Generation: A Runway Show
drew hundreds to the Jack, Joseph
and Morton Mandel Atrium for a look
at jewelry and other accessories.
This student-run performance
presents experimental and conceptual
approaches to wearable art and design.

An Answer to the Lonely Studio:
The Salon
“My interest here is just fitting together a variety of
color and not pre-planning,” Dolin says. “I want it
to be spontaneous, but at the same time, it’s not:
spontaneous in terms of use of color and shape.”

From left are Salon members Leslye Discont Arian, Tom
Roese, Bonnie Dolin, Mindy Tousley and Jennifer Leach.

By Afi Scruggs
For much of her career, painter and printmaker
Bonnie Dolin has made representational art. But
she’s exploring a new direction, so today she
brings a pair of abstract works to her artists
group, The Salon.
The meeting is at the Cleveland Heights home
of Jennifer Leach. Dolin, a 1973 CIA grad, props
the pieces against a chaise longue so her friends
can examine them closely. The canvas on the
left is a gathering of triangles that coalesces
into pyramids and cubes. The work beside it is a
collection of various shapes that feel more twodimensional in a palette of orange and yellows
broken with blues and golds.

Dolin and Leach are among five artists who
comprise The Salon. Three are CIA alumni: Tom
Roese earned his BFA in drawing and graphic
design in 1971. He spent 32 years teaching art
and now makes art full time. Leslye Discont Arian,
a 1976 grad, majored in ceramics and minored in
painting. Leach is a Kent State University alum.
Mindy Tousley is a graduate of State University
College of Buffalo.
For four years, Salon members have been
gathering monthly to push and support each
other by offering insights gained from decades
as professional, award-winning artists. Leach got
things rolling when she approached Roese about
starting a critique group. Roese remembers
feeling ambivalent.
“I think I smiled and I looked pleasant, but I was
thinking, ‘Oh no!’ Because I don’t want to give
up time (in the studio),” he said.
Nevertheless, he suggested inviting Dolin and
Arian. The quartet were founding members of the
group and Tousley joined later.

Members bring whatever they’re working on
during the month. The critiques are pointed and
direct, if not automatically followed. “We don’t
always take each other’s advice,” Arian says.
Trust is key. “Artists need a safe place to
exchange ideas,” Tousley says. “Sometimes
people can be harsh.”
Most importantly, though, The Salon provides
community in a profession that can be extremely
solitary. “When you’re in college, you always have
a group of people around you that influences
you,” Tousley says. “When you leave college,
you’re working alone. You’re working alone in
your studio, you’re working alone in your house
somewhere. This is an opportunity to get
some feedback.”
The community of The Salon has spread into
the virtual lives of its members. They text each
other about their successes and frustrations; they
share examples that will inspire and inform.
“We pretty much know that when we’re working in
the studio, the whole rest of The Salon is working
in the studio, too,” Roese said. “We’re getting
strength from each other, and courage. There’ve
been things that we’ve all brought to the table,
and taken from the table that we didn’t expect to.”
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Preservation
Quest
Mytinger turned portraits into
a means for discovery
By Evelyn Theiss
Caroline Mytinger made her living as a portrait
artist for some of the country’s most prominent
families. That alone would have set her apart as
a woman who came of age during World War I.
But the life she created went vastly beyond
that. For a good part of her early adulthood,
Mytinger (1897–1980) painted society portraits
to fund a most spectacular vision—that of
traveling to Papua New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands to paint indigenous people.
There, she made portraits that would mesmerize
Americans who had never seen images of
what they then called “vanishing primitives.”
One hundred years have passed since
Mytinger graduated from what is now called
the Cleveland Institute of Art. In the 1920s
and ’30s, Mytinger’s paintings from her travels
were exhibited across the U.S. and at the
American Museum of Natural History under
the guidance of anthropologist Margaret Mead.

But the women stayed, and from 1926 to 1930,
they lived among the people of Melanesia. The
islanders did not inherently understand portraiture,
but the women made them comfortable enough to
agree to be subjects.

“The Blue Feather,” 1917. Portrait of Caroline Mytinger
by William J. Edmondson (American, 1868-1966). Oil on
canvas, framed; 42.25 by 44.25 inches. Courtesy the
Cleveland Museum of Art, gift of Morris Glauber, 1917.440.

Caroline Mytinger was born in Sacramento in
1897. Her father, Lewis, was an inventor who
left soon after she was born, so she and mother
Orlese moved to Cleveland. By her late teens,
Mytinger was being called “Cleveland’s most
beautiful woman” by an Illinois newspaper,
and she leveraged that to pay for art studies.
She posed for distinguished painters and
modeled for advertisements in New York. By
the time she graduated in 1919, she herself was
painting portraits of socialites and illustrating
romantic magazine stories.

They traveled among the islands, with Mytinger
carrying not only her art supplies, but the portraits
she had finished painting. As explained in a
recent documentary by photographers Michele
Westmorland and Karen Huntt—Headhunt
Revisited: With Brush, Canvas, and Camera—
she did not consider her subjects uncivilized or
backward. Rather, she painted them in a way that
conveyed their pride and dignity. Contemporary
cultural observers will point out the exploitive
nature of white westerners making studies of
indigenous cultures, but such critiques did not
exist at the time. Instead, her work was welcomed
as one of the first color interpretations of Papua
New Guinea and Solomon Islanders during the
20th century.

She was briefly married to a Cleveland doctor,
George Stober, but her sense of adventure
propelled her beyond convention. (The two
never formally divorced, though, and he
lauded her spirit.)
Caroline Mytinger, circa 1929.

Today, most of Mytinger’s paintings of the
South Sea islanders reside in the archives of the
Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology in
Berkeley, California.
A lanky strawberry blonde who had modeled
for Charles Dana Gibson and the cover of
Ladies’ Home Journal, Mytinger attended the
Cleveland School of the Arts from 1916 to 1919,
some 30 years after another forward-thinking
group of women founded what they had named
the Western Reserve School of Design.
Mytinger’s journey from San Francisco, begun
in 1926, was unimaginably grueling. She and
her friend and traveling companion, Margaret
Warner, were aware of the dangers of their
journey, which included disease and cannibalism;
they brought enough money with them to pay
for the transport of their bodies back home.

To prepare for their trip, Mytinger took portrait
commissions from prominent families around the
country. She also took courses in anatomy and
anthropology. A goal of her trip, she often said,
was to meet the “headhunters” of Melanesia, and
paint the men, women and children of their tribes.
Why this fascination? She later noted that her
yearning began with her seeing an “Indian”
funeral ceremony in Palm Springs, which stirred
her with its colorful pageantry, and she sought
something like it—albeit more “pure,” as she
put it—in the South Seas.

In 1930, the two women returned to the United
States. Mytinger had 25 oil paintings, more than
40 sketches, and copious diary entries, which
created the content for two books she would write.
Headhunting in the Solomon Islands became a
bestseller during World War II, when Americans
were keenly interested in the South Pacific.
In her later years, Mytinger continued to paint and
lived simply in a studio apartment she bought in
the artist’s community of Monterey, California,
where she died in 1980.
Mytinger, whose pride in her work was less
about its artistry than its historic significance,
had realized as she painted the native islanders
that the world she depicted would soon disappear.
“For this is the twilight hour for the earth’s exclusive
tribes,” she wrote.

On their journey, Mytinger and Warner were
attacked by lizards, encountered cockroaches
the size of small cats, suffered from fevers,
and could not have been sure how the native
islanders would respond to the presence of
such obvious outsiders.

Her portraits are a singular record of a
vanished time.

1. “Paper Rungaingnoon,” portrait
of Australian man. Courtesy the
Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of
Anthropology.
2. “Smoke Spello,” painting of two
Motuans, one smoking a bamboo
pipe. Courtesy the Phoebe A.
Hearst Museum of Anthropology.
3. “Iomai,” oil painting of Melanesian
man in outrigger canoe.
Courtesy the Phoebe A. Hearst
Museum of Anthropology.
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Have a note to
share? Please
submit by
August 1 to
link@cia.edu for
inclusion in the
next issue of Link.

Carol LaChiusa ’52 had a retrospective
exhibition of 50 pieces at the Anton Art Center in
Michigan in December 2018. Her show and career
were chronicled in the Oakland Press and Grosse
Pointe Times.
Julian Stanczak ’54* has an exhibition of large
paintings at the lobby gallery at 499 Park Avenue
in New York through September 13. The Mayor
Gallery in London, England exhibited his work in
a one-man show in May.
Herbert Friedson ’58 displayed work for the
ninth time at the Fredericksburg Center for the
Creative Arts in Virginia. “Alternate Reality,” an
enamel on copper wall piece, was included in
the 2019 Artist’s Choice Exhibition. “Resplendent
Revelation” is included in the international
exhibition Alchemy5, sponsored by the Enamelist
Society at the University of Oregon from July 31
to August 7.

Barbara Cooper ’74 was in the group show
Increment at the Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art
in Chicago. In February, she gave a presentation
at the 2019 Wild Things Conference in Chicago
about the power of art to engage, inspire, and
inform about environmental issues.
Leslye Discont Arian ’76, Susan Danko ’98,
Harriet Ballard Moore ’87, and Marilyn
Farinacci ’82 had work in the group exhibition
Engaging Women at Bonfoey Gallery
in Cleveland.
Julianne Edberg ’76 had a collage titled “Sleep?
What is Sleep?” in the 2019 Barbara Luton art
competition at Shaker Heights Public Library.
She also showed work in Sideways Thinking with
Leslye Discont Arian ’76 and Catherine
Butler ’81 at Heights Arts in Cleveland Heights.
Edberg was the curator and play was the theme.

Richard Newman ’60 had a painting in the
2019 West Coast Biennial Art Competition and
Exhibition held at Turtle Bay Exploration Park
in Redding, California.

Grant Williams ’62 had paintings in an exhibition
at the Town of Jupiter Gallery of Art in Florida.

Marsha Sweet ’81 had work in W.A.L.L.S.: Women
Artists Lifting, Leading & Supporting at Feinberg Gallery
in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. She also had a solo show,
Paintings by Marsha Sweet, at Jewel Heart Center
in Tremont.

Kenneth Davis ’64 recently participated in
a group exhibition at the SR/A Gallery in
Bethesda, Maryland.

Guy-Vincent ’83 and George Kozmon ’82 had an
exhibition, Symbiology, in the Cleveland Convention Art
Gallery at the Huntington Convention Center.

Ron Testa ’65 had work in the Midwest Center
for Photography’s 2019 juried exhibition in
Wichita, Kansas.

Judy Takács ’86 had a painting, “Titkos Testvér
(The Secret Sister who was sent away),” juried into
the Catharine Lorillard Wolf Art Club 122nd Annual Juried
Exhibition.
Leigh Bongiorno

Jeffrey Kleckner ’77 was featured in Schaller
Gallery’s Maker Profile for his work in ceramics.
Petra Soesemann ’77 has work in Focus: Fiber
2019 through July 28 at the Kent State Museum.
Recently, she received an Ohio Arts Council
Individual Excellence Award. She is a 2019
inductee in the Wooster High School Fine Arts
Hall of Fame. Soesemann and fellow CIA faculty
member Jessica Pinsky have work in the show
Thread Count: The Intersection of Mathematics
and Fiber Arts at the Riffe Gallery in Columbus.
Gary Bukovnik

Gary Bukovnik ’71 (above) had a show,
Brilliance, at Andra Norris Gallery in Burlingame,
California. On June 7 and 8, he was at Bonfoey
Gallery in Cleveland for the release of a new
book, Forever Spring, which will be available
in large format with Chinese and English text.
A lecture and a small show accompanied
the release.
Kim Zarney ’71 had a solo exhibition at
Western Reserve Land Conservancy in
Moreland Hills, Ohio.
Constance Pierce ’73 (bottom right) had a
solo exhibition, Cri de Coeur: Suffering and
Transcendence, at the Pearl River Glass
Studio in Mississippi.

Eddie Dominguez ’81 had a solo show,
Garden of Eden, at the Everson Museum of Art
in Syracuse, New York.
Nancy Feinman Nowak ’81 was featured in a six-page
spread in the March 2019 issue of Plein Air Magazine, in
the Artist to Watch issue of Southwest Art Magazine, and
in the 2019 Top 100 in Pastel Journal Magazine. She also
exhibited in the 2019 5th Master Circle Juried Exhibition
at the International Association of Pastel Societies
Convention in Albuquerque in June.

Fred Gutzeit ’62 had a solo show at Howl Arts
Gallery in New York City.

Herb Babcock ’69 had work in the Gifts of Art
in Ann Arbor at the University of Michigan Health
System. His exhibition was a retrospective of the
“Glass Image Vessels” series he created from
1976 to 1985.

Cynthia (Wilds) Peters

Thomas Lyon Mills ’78 has a solo exhibition at
the Ricco/Maresca Gallery in New York City from
July 11 through September 7. He recently lectured
at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design.

Pamela Argentieri ’87 had table objects in the show
Fabricate: Contemporary Metal Work at River Gallery in
Rocky River, Ohio. She also had work in Butter at the
International Museum of Dinnerware Design in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Susan Donovan Lowe ’89 had work in the 2019 Spring
Show at the Nicholson B. White Gallery in Cleveland
Heights, Ohio.
Ben Diller ’92 had a solo exhibition, Site: Structures and
Diagrams, at the Norman Hall Art Gallery at Arkansas Tech
University.
Dawn Tekler ’94 curated Should I or Shouldn’t I
at Shaker Community Gallery.

Cynthia (Wilds) Peters ’80 (upper right) had a
photo, “Union Protest March,” accepted into
The 2018 Progressive People’s Biennial.
Mary Urbas ’80 curated from WOMAN XII at
The Gallery at Lakeland. CIA alumni in the show
included Stanka Kordic ’85, Judy Takács ’86,
Jaymi Zents ’97, Kimberly Chapman ’17, Judith
Brandon ’87, and JenMarie Zeleznak ’09.
Barbara Bachtell ’81, Catherine Butler ’81, and
Julianne Edberg ’76 participated in Repetitions
+ Inventions at Beachwood Community Center
Art Gallery in January 2019.
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Faculty and
Staff Notes

Notes

Lincoln Adams ’98 (Animation, Illustration)
illustrated Donuts With Dad, a picture book
by Margaret Bernstein; worked on the feature
animation 100% Wolf for Flying Bark Animation
of Australia; and worked on the animated
feature film Ron’s Gone Wrong for the British
studio Locksmith Animation.

Lauralee Hutson ’01 had an enamel sculpture
on view with the Enamel Guild North East at the
Krikorian Gallery in Worcester, Massachusetts.
She was one of seven jewelry artists at River
Gallery in November. Her enamel and metalwork
is also included in the Enamelist Society 2019
international exhibition, Alchemy5, in Oregon
this summer.
Rit Premnath ’03 had a solo exhibition,
Below Blue Horizon, at Rodríguez Gallery in
Poland, bringing together works that draw on
politics, history, and biographical elements,
while maintaining a dialogue with the Polish
conceptualist Koji Kamoji’s work.

Natalie Grieshammer

Darius Steward ’08 was featured in an article
by the Tribune Star in Terre Haute, Indiana.
Joe Karlovec ’09 (left) had a group show,
Odd Year, at &gallery in Miami, Florida. The
Painting Center in New York City selected his
work for the Art File Gallery on their website.
Adrienne DiSalvo ’10 was a demonstrating artist
at this year’s Glass Art Society Conference in
St. Petersburg, Florida. She shared her process
of freehand carving cameo-style low relief in
glass using diamond tooling. Her work recently
made the cover of Creative Loafing, featuring a
story about the Glass Art Society Conference.
The artwork that is featured is a collaboration
between DiSalvo and the artist Wicked Glass.

Joe Karlovec

Sara Hoover ’04 recently opened her own
design studio and shop, Small Screen Studios,
in Cleveland’s Little Italy neighborhood.
Scott Goss ’06 completed the fabrication and
installation of his project “Strength in Unity”
for Hildana Park in Shaker Heights, Ohio. This
gateway project features doors fabricated to
replicate ones found throughout the Moreland
neighborhood of Shaker Heights. They are
stacked to represent the power a community has
when it embraces collaboration. By stacking the
doors, an M is created to signify the entrance into
the beautiful Moreland neighborhood.

Karen Sandstrom ’12 exhibited 14 drawings in
Such Agreeable Friends, a solo show at Heights
Arts Gallery in Cleveland Heights. She was
interviewed about the exhibition and her series
on rescue animals for WCPN 90.3FM.

Ashley Gerst ’07 (above) won the third place jury
award and the first place people’s choice award
at the Standing Rock International Short Film &
Video Festival in Kent, Ohio; won best animation
at the South Film and Arts Academy Film Festival
in Chile; and won best animation at the Canton
Film Festival for her animated short film The
Spirit Seam (2019). It has been accepted into 42
festivals, including the Philadelphia Independent
Film Festival, the New Haven International Film
Festival, Snake Alley Film Festival, Boston
Underground Film Festival, Athens ANIMFEST,
and Sunrise Film Festival.

Mark Bassett (Liberal Arts) gave an illustrated
presentation, “The Art Pottery of Jerry Marek
and the American Art Clay Company (AMACO),”
at the May convention of the American Art
Pottery Association. His two-part article honors
AMACO’s centennial and appears in the Spring
and Summer issues of the Journal of the
American Art Pottery Association.
William Brouillard (Ceramics Faculty Emeritus)
had his work “Machine Age Butter Dish,” which
he made as part of a collaboration with Pamela
Argentieri ’87, featured in the June issue of
Ceramics Monthly.
Kathy Buszkiewicz (Jewelry + Metals) has work
on view in Mastery in Jewelry and Metals:
Irresistible Offerings! at Gallery 2052 in Chicago.
The show is presented by the Society of North
American Goldsmiths.

Natalie Grieshammer ’13 (above) had a solo
exhibition of weavings, Bursting at the Seams,
at the BOX Gallery in Akron.
Sequoia Bostick ’14 and Amalia DiGirolamo ’14
released the 10th edition of Vagabond Comics.
Ben Weathers ’14 had work in Downstairs,
Beyond, an exhibition at As of Now Gallery in
Brooklyn, New York, curated by Nikki Mehle ’14.
Nolan Beck ’15 has announced a new line of
furniture for his company, Palais.
Kimberly Chapman ’17 was featured in a profile,
“Becoming Grandma and Graduate,” for Ceramic
Arts Network. She recently had work in from
Woman XII at The Gallery at Lakeland, Juried
Show 2019 at BayArts in Bay Village, Ohio,
and Emergent 2019 at Heights Arts in
Cleveland Heights.
Holly Baumgartl ’18 has been working as
a full-time freelancer since graduation.
She launched her own online design studio,
daydreamdesign.co.

Ashley Gerst

Mary Assad (Liberal Arts) presented at the
annual College English Association conference
in March. Her talk was titled “Using Comic
Books to Visualize the Invisible in the Writing
Classroom.” She was the 2018–2019 winner
of the Richard A. Bloom M.D. Award for
Distinguished Teaching in the SAGES Program
at Case Western Reserve University.

Courtney Fleming ’18 works in the medical
visuals department in the Health Sciences
Library at The Ohio State University.
Mike Mentz ’18 recently finished an artist-inresidence position at the University of Montana
Western and has accepted a full-time position at
the Flint Institute of Arts in Michigan. He will be
working as the glass programs assistant.

Anthony Scalmato’s work for the Jacquie Lawson brand

In Memoriam
Pauline Dreger ’47 died on March 27, 2019. She
majored in Design at CIA. Throughout her life, she
maintained her interest in the school, faculty, and
students. She actively pursued her art until just a
few years before her death.
Monica Gorris ’48 passed away December 16,
2018. She was an Illustration major.
Edwin Axel ’52 died April 5, 2019. He was an
Advertising major at CIA.
Donna van Dijk ’78 passed away recently. She
was a Fiber + Material Studies major at CIA.
Natalie Watts ’93 died February 6, 2019. She
was a Photography major.
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Liya Mollaj Guyduy ’12 passed away February 6,
2019. She majored in Interior Design.

Maggie Denk-Leigh
(Printmaking), along with
retired faculty member
Allen Zimmerman,
received a 2019
Schreckengost Teaching
Award. Denk-Leigh has
work in Traces Past,
a show at the Morgan
Conservatory,
this summer.
Bob Drake (Sculpture +
Expanded Media) will be
a resident at Wave Farm
Center for Transmission
Arts this summer to work
“Eastern Daisy” by Maggie Denk-Leigh
on a project using computer
vision and machine learning to control softwaredefined radios. He also is participating in a fourday improvisation workshop and performance
with world-class drummer Bobbie Previte at
Hudson Hall in New York.
Tony Ingrisano (Drawing, Painting, Foundation)
had a solo exhibition, The Map and the Territory,
at Lesley Heller Gallery in New York City in
February and March.
Ben Johnson (Glass) has an exhibition, Blown
Glass of Ben Johnson, at the Evansville Museum
through September 1, 2019.
Sarah Kabot (Drawing) was part of the Cleveland
Clinic event Art, Activism & Advocacy, along with
technical specialist Amber Ford ’16. With Lane
Cooper (Painting), she was in a three-person
exhibition at River House Arts in Toledo.
Kabot received an Ohio Arts Council Individual
Artist grant for excellence, as did CIA faculty
members Amber Kempthorn, Sarah Paul,
Corrie Slawson, Petra Soesemann, and
Barry Underwood.

Sarah Minor (Liberal Arts) earned her doctorate
in creative writing from Ohio University; her
dissertation was accompanied by a solo
exhibition of visual texts in the Trissolini Gallery
in Athens, Ohio. She signed a contract for a book
of visual essays to be published by Rescue Press
in fall of 2020.

Meet CIA’s
Alumni Relations
Director

Seth Nagelberg (Ceramics) and Sarah Paul
(Sculpture + Expanded Media) are recipients of
the 2019–20 Bickford Visiting Artist Endowment
Fund. Nagelberg will host ceramicist Natalia
Arbelaez, whose work is inspired by her
Colombian roots. Paul will host FlucT, the
collaborative soundscape artists Sigrid
Lauren and Monica Mirabile.
Kevin Risner (ESL Coordinator) presented at
the annual College English Association (CEA)
conference in March. His talk was titled “If It
Ain’t Broke, Fix It: Proactive Revision in Writing
Courses and Its Importance.” He also recently
had poems published in the journals Dream
Noir, Indicia, and 8 Poems. Another poem is
forthcoming this summer in Riggwelter Journal.
Gary Sampson (Liberal Arts) launched a web
portfolio, Emergent Cityscapes, related to his
book-length project involving photography and
the flux of urban environments.
Doug Sanderson (Foundation) had work in The
Monochrome Revisited, an exhibition presented
at the Jean-Paul Najar Foundation in Dubai.
Anthony Scalmato ’07 (Animation) was
promoted to associate professor. Among recent
projects: He animated and designed vignettes
for the 2018 Jacquie Lawson Edinburgh Advent
Calendar; animated greeting cards for
Bluemountain.com; illustrated and designed
interactive games for the Jacquie Lawson
Curio Collection; and oversaw the production

Maybe it was inevitable that Alex Burrage would
land in a career in arts and culture.
Born in Northeast Ohio and educated at Regina
High School in South Euclid, Burrage and her triplet
sisters, Gabrielle and Isabella, had the arts in their
blood. Their grandmother was a concert pianist,
their grandfather an architect. Her mom took the
girls to museums and signed them up for young
artist classes at CIA.
“I really carry that with me even to the present day,”
says Burrage. “I’m always checking out the museum
in different cities I go to.”
As a CIA admissions counselor for four years,
Burrage represented the mid-Atlantic region.
Now Burrage is in a new role: director of alumni
relations and scholarships. She’s part of the team in
CIA’s Office of Institutional Advancement, where she
will work to build the connection with the more than
7,000 artists and designers who were educated here.
“We are very happy that Alex is joining our team,”
said Malou Monago, vice president of institutional
advancement. “Her experience working with
prospective students and their families is very
valuable to determine what our alumni want. She
understands what students are looking for when
they choose CIA; now she can help them with what
they want as alums.”
Burrage earned her undergraduate degree in English
at Lake Forest College near Chicago.
“I came out of school like not quite sure knowing
what I wanted to do, but I was really interested in the
nonprofit world,” she says.

“Machine Age Butter Dish” by William Brouillard with spreaders by Pamela Argentieri

Kevin Kautenburger (Foundation) was promoted
to full professor.
Jacob Koestler (Photography + Video) had a
feature-length documentary film and exhibition,
Casual Water, at SPACES this spring. Through a
residency at SPACES, he was able to create
paid jobs for CIA students and recent alumni.
He also had a series of photographs in Radial
Survey, an exhibition of emerging and midcareer photographers working in a 300-mile
radius of Pittsburgh.
Scott Lax (Liberal Arts) had an essay published
in The Norwegian American called, “Again I Say,
I Love Norway.” The essay is part of a project
about his Norwegian heritage. He has recently
taught short story courses for Literary Cleveland
and for the William N. Skirball Writers Center
Stage Western Reserve Writers’ Conference.

of client-based projects for the community
projects class, including the Pro Football Hall of
Fame, American Greetings, Twin Sisters Media,
and Case Western Reserve University.
Mary Jo Toles (Photography) was given
professor emeritus status by the CIA Board
of Directors.
Detail from installation by Sarah Minor

After college, she moved back to Cleveland, started
volunteering at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Cleveland, and eventually was hired to work at
the front desk. That blossomed into work on other
projects, including archive records management.
“That led me to D.C., where I got my master’s in arts
management at George Mason University,” she says.
While she was in Washington, Burrage was tipped
off by sister Gabrielle—director of continuing
education—that CIA needed an admissions
counselor covering much of the eastern seaboard.
She traveled for college fairs, met art teachers, and
visited with students and reviewed their portfolios.
She loved the feeling of helping them find their way
to the Cleveland Institute of Art.
Over time, she says, she developed an affection that
she’s carrying into her new role.
“I’m really passionate about CIA,” she says. “I think
alumni should know that they have someone in this
role who is really interested in connecting with them,
connecting with their ideas, and with the art and
design that they’re currently doing.”
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Creativity Matters

BFA Exhibition
2019

The Cleveland Institute of Art
gratefully acknowledges the citizens
of Cuyahoga County for their support
through Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

Top: Julia Milbrandt
Bottom: Michael Zhang
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Camille Kowalski

Nafis Watson,
a 2019 graduate
with a major in
Sculpture +
Expanded Media,
is shown here
installing work for
his BFA exhibition.
Nafis was one of
103 students who
graduated in May.
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